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JURY VERDICTS – CONSISTENT AND CONSERVATIVE 
 
 
JURY VERDICTS ARE FAR LOWER THAN COMMONLY BELIEVED. 
 

• The overall median damage award in tort jury trials declined 56 percent from $64,000 in 1992 to 
$28,000 in 2001, the most recent year studied by the U.S Department of Justice.1  Even according 
to the over-inflated figures produced by Jury Verdict Research (“JVR”), in 2004, the median jury 
award for all personal injury cases was only $35,000, compared to $37,086 in 2003, showing a 
drop of almost six percent, according to JVR.2 

• In 2001, the latest year studied by the U.S. Department of Justice, the median final award of 
$28,000 in tort jury trials did not differ statistically from the median of $23,000 in tort bench 
trials (decided by a judge).3 

• Lawyers Weekly’s “Top Ten Verdicts in 2005” were about half the 2004 totals.  In fact, every one 
of 2005’s Top Ten verdicts was smaller than the verdict in the corresponding position in 2004.4 
Moreover, “Six … of the top verdicts this year involved death or severe brain damage caused by 
extreme corporate and medical negligence.”5 

• Products liability.  In 2001, the latest year studied by the U.S. Department of Justice, median 
jury awards in product liability cases was $543,000.6  

• Medical malpractice. 
o Verdicts and payments.  

 In 2001, the latest year studied by the U.S. Department of Justice, median jury 
awards in medical malpractice cases was $431,000.7  

 According to Public Citizen’s analysis of National Practitioner Data Bank 
(NPDB) data, “the annual average payment for a medical malpractice verdict has 
not exceeded $1 million in real dollars since the beginning of the NPDB.  The 
average payment for a medical malpractice verdict in 1991 was $284,896.  In 
2005, the average was $461,524.  Adjusting for inflation, however, shows that 
the average is actually declining.  The 2005 average adjusted for inflation is only 
$260,890 — a decline of 8 percent since 1991.”8 

 Public Citizen also found that the total number of malpractice payments made on 
behalf of doctors, including judgments and settlements, declined 15.4 percent 
from 2001-2005 (from 16,588 in 2001 to 14,033 in 2005) and “the number of 
payments per 100,000 people in the U.S. also fell since 2001 – from 5.82 to 4.73 
– a decline of 18.6 percent. Since 1991, the number of payments per 100,000 
people declined more than 10 percent.”9  

o Severity of injuries.   
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 Public Citizen’s analysis of NPDB statistics shows that patients do not win large 
jury awards for insignificant claims and that payments usually correspond with 
injury severity. In 2005, more than 64 percent of payments involved death or 
significant injury, less than one-third were for insignificant injury, and less than 
three percent were for million-dollar verdicts.10 

 According to Duke University Law Professor Neil Vidmar, “the magnitude of 
jury awards in medical malpractice tort cases positively correlated with the 
severity of the plaintiffs’ injuries, except that injuries resulting in death tended to 
result in awards substantially lower than injuries resulting in severe permanent 
injury, such as quadriplegia. I and two colleagues conducted a study of 
malpractice verdicts in New York, Florida, and California. We also found that 
jury awards of prevailing plaintiffs in malpractice cases were correlated with the 
severity of the injury.”11  

• Federal Tort Cases.  The estimated median jury damage award in 2002-2003 in U.S. District 
Courts was $244,000. In personal injury cases, it was less - $200,000.12  

 
CONTRARY TO POPULAR NOTIONS, IT IS DIFFICULT FOR VICTIMS TO WIN 
TORT CASES BEFORE JURIES. 
 

• In 2001, the most recent year studied by the U.S Department of Justice, plaintiffs won only 50.7 
percent of tort cases before juries, compared to 64.7 percent before judges.13 

• In Cook County, Illinois, in 2001, plaintiffs won in just over half (55 percent) of all tort trials, 
including juries—in line with the national finding of 52 percent.14 

• Products liability.  In 2001, the latest year studied by the U.S. Department of Justice, plaintiffs 
won before judges in product liability trials 50 percent of the time, while only winning 44.7 
percent of the time before juries, dropping from 55.7 percent in 1992.15 

• Medical malpractice.  
o In 2001, the latest year studied by the U.S. Department of Justice, plaintiffs won before 

judges 50 percent of the time in 2001, while only winning 26.3 percent of cases before 
juries, dropping from 30.5 percent in 1992.16 

o According to the Harvard School of Public Health, patients “rarely won damages at trial, 
prevailing in only 21 percent of verdicts as compared with 61 percent of claims resolved 
out of court.”17 

• Federal Tort cases.  Plaintiffs won more often in front of judges than juries in federal tort 
trials in 2002-2003 --54 percent compared to 46 percent of the time.18 

 
JURIES ARE NOT ANTI-BUSINESS OR ANTI-PHYSICIAN; IN FACT, THE 
OPPOSITE IS TRUE.  
 

• Business cases.  Professor Valerie P. Hans, who has studied juries extensively for years, 
found that jurors “expressed concern about the effect of an award on the business defendant”19 
and that “jurors are “often suspicious and ambivalent toward people who bring lawsuits against 
business corporations.”20  According to Hans, “…[m]ost business litigants in the cases that were 
part of this study were described in a neutral or positive light.  In a minority of cases, jurors 
levied some harsh comments against particular business defendants, but to the extent that I could 
determine through interviews, their criticism seemed to be linked largely to trial evidence of 
business wrongdoing rather than to jurors’ preexisting anti-business hostility.  In fact, general 
attitudes toward business were only modestly related, at best, to judgments of business 
wrongdoing.21 
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• Medical Malpractice.  Duke University Law professor Neil Vidmar testified, “Interviews with 
North Carolina jurors who decided medical malpractice cases showed that jurors viewed the 
plaintiffs’ claims with great skepticism. Jurors expressed their attitudes in two main themes: first, 
too many people want to get something for nothing, and second, most doctors try to do a good job 
and should not be blamed for a simple human misjudgment. This does not mean that in every case 
jurors held these views. Sometimes, evidence of the doctor’s behavior caused jurors to be angry 
about the negligence. However, even in these latter cases the interviews indicated that the jurors 
had approached the case with open minds. ”22 

 
JURIES ARE COMPETENT AND ABLE TO HANDLE COMPLEX CASES. 
 

• Consistent empirical studies show juries to be competent, effective, and fair decision makers able 
to handle complex cases.23 

• A March 2000 survey of federal judges by the Dallas Morning News and SMU School of Law 
found overwhelming support of juries.  Over 81 percent of respondents thought that most jurors 
come into a civil case favoring neither side, with nearly 77 percent believing that juries did very 
well in reaching a just and fair verdict.24  In addition, 59 percent said they would prefer the 
dispute to be decided by a jury if they were a litigant in a civil case, with only 21 percent 
preferring a judge as the decisionmaker. 25 

 
HIGH JURY VERDICTS ARE FREQUENTLY REDUCED AFTER TRIAL. 
 

• According to Lawyers Weekly, “[T]wo of [2006’s] top verdicts involved high-low agreements 
that limited the amount of money collected by the plaintiff to less than 1 percent of the jury award 
… Those two settlements speak volumes about the collectibility of massive verdicts.”26 

• Medical Malpractice. According to Duke Law professor Neil Vidmar, who has extensively 
studied jury verdicts, “research evidence indicates that outlier verdicts seldom withstand post 
verdict proceedings.… Post-trial reductions have been documented in a number of studies. I and 
two colleagues found that some of the largest malpractice awards in New York ultimately 
resulted in settlements between five and ten percent of the original jury verdict.  A study that I 
conducted on medical malpractice awards in Pennsylvania and a study of Texas verdicts found 
similar reductions. … My recent research on medical malpractice verdicts in Illinois found that, 
on average, final payments to plaintiffs were substantially lower than the jury verdicts. This does 
not mean that the original verdict was too high. Rather, needing money immediately and wanting 
to avoid a possibly lengthy appeal process the plaintiffs settled for the health providers’ insurance 
policy limit. Generally speaking, the larger the award, the greater the reduction in the settlement 
following trial.27  

• In a 1987 study, the Rand Corporation's Institute for Justice reported, “Most criticism of large 
jury awards has ignored the fact that the current liability system already has a mechanism for 
reducing excess awards.”28 
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